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The purpose of this study was to design and validate
an instructional program to improve the abilities of
educators to solve real-life problems. Problem solving
was defined as the process by which individuals or groups
attempt to reduce the gap between what they perceive
exists and what they would like to see exist.
The study examined the causes of poor problem-solving
behaviors and the need for training programs, and reviewed
conceptual, empirical, and curricular contributions in the
area of problem solving. The study also described
characteristics of ineffective (Type A) and effective
(Type B) problem solvers.
Based on the characteristics of effective problem
solvers, six key problem-solving competencies were
identified that would help educators move from Type A to
v
Type B problem-solving behaviors. The six problem-solving
competencie.? are the:
ability to adequately state a problem,
ability to determine possible causes of a problem,
ability to develop numerous solution options,
ability to generate short-term solutions,
ability to generate long-term solutions,
ability to synthesize multiple perspectives.
A training program utilizing case studies, worksheets,
practice opportunities, instructional materials, lectures
and discussions was designed and conducted for 32 subjects
in the experimental group. During a ten-week period, the
experimental group received instruction in the six key
techniques and utilized these techniques to solve six case
studies. The problem cases used were open-ended case
study type problems that are subject to a wide variety of
interpretations and value judgments. These case studies
were selected because they represent the types of problems
educators most often solve.
A control group of 17 subjects solved the first and
last cases. These results were used to determine
experimental group growth. All case study solutions were
rated by three trained raters on the following criteria:
the extent to which a solution is feasible,
the degree of specificity of the solution,
the degree to which the solution deals with
VI
all-important elements of the problem -- its
comprehensiveness
,
the probability of producing results which the
problem-solver seems to value,
the probability of producing results which the
rater values.
Sixty-six hypotheses were tested in this study. The
hypotheses were broken into three clusters or categories:
hypotheses 1 through 30 examine the relationship of six
problem-solving competencies to five solution-adequacy
criteria; hypotheses 31 through 60 examined the
relationship of training in the 6 skills to five
solution-adequacy criteria; and hypotheses 61 through 66
examined the relationship of training in six skills to the
development of these skills.
Based on the results of the research design, the
following conclusions can be made about the training
program:
• The training program worked. The subjects in
the experimental group utilized the techniques.
• Some of the techniques are more powerful
problem-solving aids than others. Attempting
to integrate conflicting perspectives and
developing short and long term solutions are
powerful problem-solving techniques.
Generating many possible solutions seems to be
a hindrance when solving the type of problems
presented in the case studies.
• The training program is of value. The
techniques produced solutions that were rated
better than the control group by trained raters.
vii
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
This Study is concerned with the capacity of educators
to solve problems. Most individuals and institutions do
not solve the problems they face as well as their
intellectual, physical, and psychological abilities would
permit. This might be because, for most of us, problems
are things to be avoided. Yet the Chinese word for
problem contains the characters for danger and
opportunity. It is the goal of this study to determine
methods that will help individuals solve the problems they
face in a way that will not only help them avoid
discomfort but will also produce the opportunity for
growth
.
Definition of terms: In this study, problem-solving
is viewed as the process by which individuals or groups
attempt to reduce the gap between what they perceive
exists and what they would like to see exist. This
definition is not unique to this study. Friedman and
Anderson state "Problems can be defined as any significant
discrepancy between an existing state and a preferred
state of an important characteristic" (Friedman and
1
2Anderson, 1979, p.l7). Schmuck and Runkel, in the field
of organizational development, define a problem "as any
discrepancy between an actual state of affairs and some
Ideal state" (Schmuck and Runkel, 1972, p.220). Odell,
taking concepts from developmental psychology, defines
problem solving as follows:
I shall refer to the process by which we achieve
®^^ili^tium as problem solving," l do so with
some reservation, since the phrase is often
restricted to those problems which can be solved
merely by performing a few specified operations
(e.g. the simplest mathematical problems of
addition and subtraction). As used in this
article, the term "problem solving" will refer to
any situation in which an individual identified
some dissonance or disequilibrium and explores
both the internal and external world in the hope
of arriving at an insight or intuiting hypothesis
that will allow him to restore equilibrium"
(Odell, 1973, p. 36-37)
.
Odell's definition differs from Schmuck and Runkel 's
in one important way, Odell views problem solving as
restoring equilibrium whereas Schmuck and Runkel view it
as improving the situation.
Nagel and Balderson, in a study to improve group
problem solving skills in school settings, define problem
solving as follows:
By definition, therefore, each discrepancy
between "is" and "ought" becomes for him a
problem, and each effort to reduce or eliminate
one of those discrepancies involves him in what
we typically refer to as the process of problem
solving. When there is no longer a discrepancy
between the two states, between "what is" and
"what is preferred," man has proven himself, by
3definition, to be a successful problem solver(Nagle and Balderson, 1974, p.l2).
A problem solution is any activity or activities that
close the real-ideal gap. The degree of completeness or
effectiveness of the solution is in relation to the amount
the "gap” is closed.
Justification
Does one need to justify the need for problem solving
skills, or do most readers agree with George Prince when
he states, "But this is what you have been training for
since birth. Problem solving is the single activity you
are precisely designed to do. Problem solving is not
peripheral to life, it is what living is" (Prince, 1970,
p.207). Possibly a more appropriate question might be, is
formal training in problem solving necessary or is living
the best or only training we need?
Specialized training is necessary so that individuals
can reach their potential. Sidney Parnes states, "Most
people are probably more concerned with meeting each
situation as they met it before, by making fewer
'apparent' mistakes each time, than in finding new and
imaginative ways to solve their problems" (Parnes, 1967,
p. 19). James Reston in the New York Times writes of his
concern that individuals are too willing to select the
least offensive alternative from the obvious choices
rather than search for the best.
4
After a while, defense of what is seems more
comfortable and easier than speculation on what
might be. No thought is required. The familiar
round questions are dragged into the slot, and
out drop the automatic answers: smoothly tidy,
stale and tasteless.
The need to avoid these passive attitudes becomes more
acute as each day passes. Society is changing so rapidly
that the quantity and the quality of problems one faces is
much larger than ever before.
Consider the quantity of problems we face in today's
society. If one sees problems as real-ideal gaps, one is
caught in a curious dilemma. We have more options, goods
and services to select from than any other society, and we
have a vast merchandising and advertising establishment to
convince us that we cannot be happy unless we have more.
Changing lifestyles, larger incomes and more leisure time
all produce more alternatives and consequently more
problems to solve.
The qua! ity of problems we face includes challenges to
basic values and goals. Value problems include such
general questions as abortion, euthanasia, capital
punishment and more specific questions of personal
lifestyle, family size and the importance of material
possessions. Goal problems include the types of career
5and educational choices one must make in a society where
jobs and training so quickly become obsolete. Toffler, in
Future Shock
, states:
At Westinghouse
,
for example, it is believed that
the so called "half-life” of a graduate engineer
is only ten years -- meaning that fully one-half
of what he has learned will be outdated within a
decade" (Toffler, 1970, p.ll2).
Schools as well as individuals have a multitude of
both goals and values problems as a review of any local
school board's minutes demonstrates. Schmuck and Runkel
acknowledge this: "Solving problems is the sine qua non
of both school life and organizational training" (Schmuck
and Runkel, 1972, p.220).
Yet in spite of the need for training individuals in
problem solving skills, few, if any, programs exist in our
schools to do so.
In elementary and secondary education, the
teaching of creative problem-solving skills has
long been proclaimed as an important goal.
Unfortunately, teachers rarely have been advised
of precisely what they should teach and how they
should teach it (Davis and Scott, 1971, p.lX).
However, the lack of training in problem solving is
not limited to the students in our schools.
Administrators and teachers have little opportunity to
receive such training.
Jean Hills, professor of educational administration,
took a year's leave of absence to serve as an acting
school principal. As a result of this experience she
observed
:
School administrators spend an inordinate amount
of time trying to cope with ill-defined,
i H~u*^der stood problems .. .preparation programs
should teach prospective principals to define
problems, break them down into component parts,
identify desired outcomes, and work toward
solutions (Hills, Jean 1976, p.2-3).
The lack of available programs and materials do not
negate the need for training in problem solving skills:
training that will produce behaviors that will help
individuals recognize if they are just making do rather
than growing.
In his inner heart, each of us knows that he is
capable of great deeds. To watch any six-year
old build a dream world and courageously overcome
some powerful threat to it against great odds is
to see confidence in operation. This capacity
stays with us in the adult world but is
discouraged as it is buried by repeated bad
examples set by our elders and betters. When we
are gradually transformed into elders and
betters, all but a few of us forget or write off
our ability for great achievement. We make a
virtue of adult consistency and rigidity; we
diminish our ability to grow and to change; we
find that while imitating adulthood, we have let
slip our grasp of originality. We need to
rediscover how to change so as to review our
ability to solve problems in original, satisfying
ways rather than persisting in imitation and
passive acceptance (Prince, 1970, p.2).
General Causes of Poor Problem-Solving Behavior
If, as this study states, individuals do not solve
problems as well as their capacities w’ould permit, then
7why IS this so? Once insurmountable limitations (e.g.
lack of natural talent or basic resources) are eliminated,
the most common causes of poor problem solving behaviors
are not that difficult to recognize. Some are listed
below
.
Individuals see a problem as a signal that they have
J^sther than as a challenge to be overcome:
Having problems is also perceived as being a
failure. A person who runs out of gas on a trip
is a poor planner, and a person who has problems
with other people must be inadequate himself.
Because of such unfavorable reactions, there is a
tendency to deny the existence of problems
(Maier
, 1970 , p.462)
.
Individuals focus on what others can or should do
rather than what the problem solver can do. Waiting for
others to implement solutions that they think are right is
not constructive behavior, yet some individuals act as if
their responsibility is to identify and complain about
problems rather than take action.
Individuals focus on the competitive nature of the
problem solving solution rather than the problem at hand.
For many a problem situation is an opportunity to take
control of others rather than to improve conditions. The
solution is second to the question: how can I prove I am
right and the others are wrong?
Individuals fail to approach problems carefully or
systematically. Whimbey, summarizing current research on
8problem solving stated, the "two major characteristics
that distinguish successful from unsuccessful" problem
solvers are "the step-by-step approach; and carefulness --
the concern and quick retracking when ideas become
confusing, the rechecking, reviewing, and rereading to be
sure that errors haven't crept in, that nothing is
overlooked," (Whimbey, 1980, p.561).
Individuals fail to separate idea generation from idea
analysis. It is rare that a solution, especially to a
^^^^icult problem, comes to the problem solver without
creative thinking and analysis. Many possible solutions
have elements that are correct but need modification, but
when the problem solver combines the idea generation and
idea analysis process he tends to reject ideas that are
"creative" but that have weak or incorrect elements. The
final result is a solution that is less wrong rather than
more right.
For individuals to not exhibit the behaviors that
cause poor problem solving they must develop what Maier
calls the problem solving attitude.
This would amount to training him to respond to
obstacles by saying to himself, "I have a
problem: how do I best achieve the goal despite
the obstruction or interference?" (Maier, 1970,
p, 463) ,
9In the following quotation Maier further develops his
concept that reflects the attitude that motivated this
Study
.
Although problem solving is a common experience
experience alone does not build the essential
'
skills. For some the attitudes and skills come
naturally, particularly when the situations do
not involve other people. Scientists, inventors,philosophers, and creative people in the artsdisplay highly developed skills and respond to
challenge; others must develop themselves throuqhtraining (Maier, 1970, p.472).
This study is directed at the development and testing
of a problem solving training program that will help
individuals solve problems as well as their intellectual
,
physical and psychological abilities will permit. To do
this it will review the current state of the art in
problem solving training; it will define the
characteristics of good and bad problem solvers; it will
describe a program designed to train people to acquire the
characteristics of good problem solvers; and it will
report the effectiveness of the program.
CHAPTER I I
LITERATURE REVIEW
This section will draw upon the work of the Creative
Education Foundation and a wide variety of other sources
in its review of relevant literature. It will first
summarize conceptual contributions in two areas:
descriptive and prescriptive problem-solving models. it
will then review empirical research relating to problem
recognition and anticipation and to problem-solving
processes that are linear or rational and processes that
are creative. And, finally, it will review the curricular
programs in problem solving available to educators.
Conceptual Contributions
In the conceptual area, the bulk of activity comes in
the creation of problem-solving models.* These models
tend to be either descriptive, that is, they attempt to
*Note: The term model or problem solving model is used
throughout this paper to indicate a series of
recommendations, techniques, steps, methods, or
descriptive statements designed to improve problem solving.
10
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describe the problem-solving process, or prescriptive,
that is, they attempt to tell how to solve problems. One
of the earliest problem-solving models, a descriptive one,
was developed by John Dewey and published in How We think
in 1919. He believed individuals solved problems in five
steps: a difficulty is felt, the difficulty is located
and defined, possible solutions are suggested,
consequences are considered, and a solution is suggested.
Wallas, in 1926, presented a four-step model --
preparation, incubation, illumination, and verification --
that has become the classic of the descriptive models.
A new approach to the development of descriptive
problem-solving models was developed by J.P. Guilford in
1964. Instead of creating a purely linear model, he used
information from the field of cybernetics to create a
unique model (See Figure 1) . He created a problem-solving
model that features a looping phenomenon or cycling
pattern where the brain is depicted as simultaneously
looking forward to the next step and backwards to the past
step in an effort to solve the problem.
A model that summarizes most of the descriptive
problem-solving models is included on the next page (See
Figure 2). As the reader can see, the general classes are
those developed by Wallas, but the summary model also
includes a re-cycling element at the last three stages
THE
J.
P.
GUILFORD
MODEL
12
B
O
u
Suinmary
Model
of
Problem
Solving
Process
13
Source:
Unknown
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(Guilforcl would have the re-cycling phases running through
all steps )
,
and it separates some of the intuitive
functions (along the top of the circles) from the logical
functions (along the bottom of the circles)
.
Beginning in the mid-fifties, problem-solving models
became more prescriptive. One of the first prescriptive
models, which is still one of the most popular, is the
Osbor n-Parnes model. The model presents a seven-step
problem-solving model: orientation, preparation,
analysis, hypothesis, incubation, synthesis, and
verification. It differs from the purely descriptive
models in that there are a great many prescriptive
techniques that accompany the model. The most popular is
the brainstorming technique which is associated with the
hypothesis stage. This technique is especially helpful
because it stresses a creative, non-linear approach to
problem solving by creating conditions that help insight
to occur. In fact, the authors are acutely aware that
most problems cannot be solved in a rigidly methodical
way. After describing his model Osborn includes
Guilford's looping phenomenon by stating:
In actual practice, we can follow no such
one-two-three sequence. We may start our
guessing even while preparing. Our analysis
may lead us straight to the solution. After
incubation, we may go digging for facts which,
at the start, we did not know we needed. And,
of course, we might bring verification to bear
on our hypothesis, thus to cull our "wild
15
stabs" and proceed with only the likeliest(Osborn, 1953, p.39)
.
Another prescriptive technique in the Osbor n-Par nes
model is the use of checklists. Arranged under general
processes, these checklists help the problem solver
systematically evaluate many aspects of the problem. For
example, one general process is "adapt." Listed under
"adapt" are the following questions: What else is like
this?^ What other idea does this suggest? Does the past
offer a parallel? What could I copy? Whom could I
emulate?
While the Osborn-Parnes model is a combination of
techniques that are both analytical and creative, some
prescriptive models are almost exclusively analytical.
Their processes are linear and rational and they are best
used in problem situations that require organizing a
complex task or developing a decision-making system. An
example of this type of problem solving is the PERT model
(Program Evaluation Review Techniques) . The fundamental
concept of PERT is the use of a graphic display of
activities and events that are required to accomplish a
task. The problem solver using the PERT model usually
begins by defining the final objectives of the project and
then builds a network of events and activities backward
from the objectives. Then by using a variety of
mathematical formula the problem solver can estimate the
16
time needed to achieve the objectives.
Another example of a highly analytical model is the
Zero Defects model. The model presents a program that is
designed to get a job done right the first time without
errors. The basic concept is that errors are caused by
either men, machines, or materials. The activities are
designed to trace potential errors to one of these three
sources thereby eliminating them (McPherson, 1967, p.38).
Some prescriptive models heavily emphasize the
creative element in problem solving. The Synetics model
is an example of this type. In Synectics the problem
solver uses two basic operational mechnanisms
(making-the-strange familiar and making-the-familiar
strange) to produce various analogies that lead to
solutions. This method has been especially helpful in
design and mechanical problem solving (Gordon, 1961).
Other prescriptive problem-solving models are designed
to help groups function more effectively. Janis' concept
of Groupthink could be classified into this category. He
feels that, "the more amicability and esprit de corps
there is among the members of a policy-making ingroup, the
greater the danger that independent critical thinking will
be replaced by Groupthink, which is likely to result in
irrational and dehumanizing actions directed against
outgroups." To help halt the growth of Groupthink he has
17
designed a series of strategies to improve group problem-
soivrng abilities by avoiding behaviors that result in
Groupthink (Janis, 1972, p. 21).
Norman Maier has also conducted numerous studies on
the nature of both group and individual problem-solving
skills. As a result of these studies he has developed
nine principles, which are primarily designed to help
problem solvers become more "problem minded" and less
"solution minded". Maier stresses the need to adequately
understand the problem before any solution steps take
place. His principles, like Janis’, can only loosely be
considered a model, but they do summarize many of the
how-to-do-it techniques of other, more formal, models.
For this reason they are listed below:
1) Success in problem solving requires that
sffort be directed toward overcoming
surmountable obstacles.
2) Available facts should be used even when
they are inadequate.
3) The starting point of a problem is richest
in solution possibilities.
4) Problem-mindedness should be increased while
solution-mindedness is delayed.
5) Disagreement can lead either to hard
feelings or to innovation, depending on the
discussion leadership.
6) The "idea-getting" process should be
separated from the "idea-evaluation" process
because the latter inhibits the former.
18
7)
8 )
9)
Choice-situations should be turned intoproblem- situations
.
Problem-situations should be turned into
choice- s i tuations
.
Solutions suggested by the leader areimproperly evaluated and tend either to be
accepted or rejected (Maier, 1970).
A model, based on Maier's work, is the Integrated
Problem Solving Model developed by Morris and Sashkin.
Their model (See Figure 3) provides both steps for action,
how to solve a problem, and steps for interaction, how to
act as an efficient problem-solving group (Morris and
Sashkin, 1976) .
Thus far, this section has provided the reader with a
sample of existing problem-solving models. The section
has shown examples of problem-solving models that could be
classified as descriptive and prescriptive. From a study
of more than twenty problem-solving models presented in
McPherson's The People, the Problems and the Problem
Solving Methods
, a few generalizations can be made:
1) Few seem to incorporate the advantages of
the others
2) Many are either very general or very
specific. The general models -- though
applicable to almost all problem situations
-- usually are not detailed enough to be
helpful . The specific ones are highly
FIGURE
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applicable but to a limited number of
situations
.
3) Few have been validated to determine their
effectiveness
.
4) Few break the problem-solving process
clearly into its creative and rational
elements
.
Empirical Contributions
This section will review relevant empirical research
on problem solving. It will be divided into two
subsections: research on problem anticipation and
recognition, and research on problem solving when the
problem is defined.
Problem Anticipation and Recognition
The Wisconsin Project developed by Davis at the
University of Wisconsin is one of the few research studies
designed to collect empirical data on problem anticipation
and recognition. Its basic assumption is that using
creative behavior to identify problems is at least a
partly voluntary act and is therefore trainable. Davis
has designed a series of situations where early
adolescents are required to discover and define problems.
Although field testing has been limited, the results to
date indicate "By reading for the favorable problem-
21
solving attitudes of the story characters
... (ear ly
adolescents) are taught an attitude of constructive
discontent" (Davis, 1973, p.l40).
A study at the University of Arizona produced data to
indicate the importance of problem anticipation and
recognition skills in consultants:
Consultants successful in identifying problems
were almost invariably able to solve those
problems... The most striking finding of this
study was that consultant variables had their
greatest impact on the problem-solving process at
the problem-identification phase. They accounted
for virtually no variation in plan implementation
and problem solution (Bergan and Tombari, 1976.
p.lO).
Odell's research in college student writing skills
produced data indicating the difficulty in producing
students who can identify and communicate problems. He
indicated that students have always had to respond to
problem statements others have written.
Apparently, they were accustomed to writing
essays in which they presented the single correct
answer to a well-defined problem someone else had
posed for them. They were surprised and often
frustrated by the uncertainty and the sheer hard
work in formulating a problem clearly and
devising a reasonable, tentative solution
(Odell, 1973, p.42)
.
Other than the studies mentioned here there is little
research dealing directly with developing creative
discontent or anticipatory problem solving skills (Maier,
1970) .
22
Problem Solving When the Problem is Defined
In an earlier section. Conceptual Contributions, a
variety of problem-solving models were reviewed. Many are
step-by-step approaches (systematic) while others are more
creative, emphasizing the impulsive aspects of problem
solving (creative). This review of empirical research on
problem solving when the problem is defined will be in two
parts: research on systematic approaches and research on
creative approaches.
Regarding systematic approaches to problem solving,
Norman R. F. Maier, at the University of Michigan, has
done a great deal of excellent research on group and
individual problem solving. In one study he asked groups
to produce a second solution to a problem they had already
solved. "Although the double-solution method seemed to
require a little more time, the solution quality was
generally increased without a loss of acceptance" (Maier
and Hoffman, 1960, p.282). In another study he instructed
group leaders to view a situation as a problem to solve
rather than a decision to make.
The results suggest procedures which prevent
immediate acceptance of an obvious solution and
which cause the group to examine decision-making
situations as problems to solve, tend to increase
the number of alternatives that come up for
consideration, thereby increasing the quality of
group problem solving (Maier and Solem, 1962,
p.156) .
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In a ninth grade course, health students were trained
in logical problem solving. They subsequently used a
logical approach to controversial subjects which did not
interfere with the attainment of content knowledge which
provided more spontaneous class participation and
therefore more interesting classes. In addition they
retained content knowledge at the same rate as other
groups. However, more work was required by the teacher
when using the problem-solving approach (Gray, 1964).
Bayless conducted research contrasting a very
systematic approach to problem solving. Program Evaluation
and Review Technique, with a very creative approach,
brainstorming. He found the use of PERT as a systematic
problem solving procedure is just as effective in small
problem solving groups as reflective thinking or
brainstorming. Yet in fact, those using PERT felt more
satisfied with the group's decisions, felt they
communicated better with each other, felt the procedure
was helpful in reaching a decision, and felt a problem-
solving pattern a definite asset for any group engaged in
problem-solving discussions (Bayless, 1966).
Even though the research has been limited, all
indications seem to suggest that problem anticipation and
recognition skills can be improved with training,
especially if the training emphasizes the creation of
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attitudes of constructive discontent and exper indentation
and if it includes activities that help individuals break
habits and mind sets that work against creative thought.
individual's solution activity or the
structure of the problem environment exposes him
to component solution ideas, his problem solving(as idea - combining) will be facilitated.
Instead of perceptual fields and forces. Gestalt
and Maier -- each with his own demonstrations --
emphasized the negative role of habit (taking theform of set, fixation, and rigidity) and the
positive effects of direction (hints and clues)
in problem solving (Davis, 1973, p.39).
Regarding creative approaches to problem solving, the
brainstorming technique developed by Osborn is the most
famous. It is based on the principle of deferred
judgment: all criticism of ideas is eliminated during a
brainstorming session. The group is encouraged to be
free-wheeling, to develop a quantity of ideas and to build
on one another's ideas. Sidney Fames has been the leader
in researching the results of brainstorming sessions. Two
of the most significant findings are listed here:
When subjects were asked to produce a large
number of ideas regarding a problem,
significantly more good ideas appeared in the
final third of the idea lists. The results are
interpreted to indicate that extended effort in
producing ideas on a creative thinking problem
tends to reward problem solvers with a greater
proportion of good ideas among the later ideas on
their lists (Fames, 1967, p.289).
All but two of 14 studies at a variety of
institutions have shown that more ideas and more
good quality ideas are produced by subjects when
using deferred judgment than when following
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conventiona] thinking procedures (Fames, 3967,
Although Fames research has always found
brainstorming to be extremely valuable, other researchers
have also found techniques utilizing deferred judgment
very effective.
For each product, the noncritical conditionproduced a greater number of responses than the
critical condition,.
, if it is the purpose ofproblem solving to produce a specific number ofIdeas of the highest possible quality, these bestideas will tend to be of higher or equal quality
when the noncritical method is used
(Weisskopf-Jackson, Eliseo, 1961, p.49).
One question asked repeatedly about brainstorming is
whether or not one individual could be as productive as
the brain-storming group? A research study to answer this
question concluded:
The superiority of individual brainstorming over
group brainstorming was relatively greater when
it was preceded by group participation.
Apparently, group participation is accompanied by
certain inhibitory influences even under
conditions (e.g. brainstorming) which place a
moratorium on all criticism (Dunnette, Campbell,
and Jaastad, 1963, p.36).
The studies quoted above indicate the positive effects
of deferred judgment on problem-solving processes.
Fositive research on other creative approaches, however.
does not exist.
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Curricular Contributions
Although a great many courses and programs have been
designed to improve problem solving, these courses are
usually concerned with the development of very specific
skills for very specific problems; for example, in civil
engineering courses for road building problems. Courses
to improve general problem-solving skills, that is, skills
to help individuals reduce real-ideal gaps, are relatively
new.
The first professional course for training
creative problem solving was initiated in 1931 by
the late Robert Crawford (1954), Professor of
Journalism at the University of Nebraska. While
Crawford was formulating his principles of
attribute listing. General Electric launched its
problem-solving course in 1937. However, the
lion's share of credit for early interest in
training creative problem solving belongs to Alex
Osborn, co-founder of the New York advertising
agency Batten, Barton, Durstine and Osborn,
founder in 1954 of the Creative Education
Foundation, and creator of the brainstorming
procedure (Davis, 1973, p. 6).
In the 1970 's, industry led education in its emmphasis
on problem-solving courses. Almost all major U.S.
companies have courses in general problem-solving
techniques. General Electric's, as stated above, is the
oldest and one of the most famous. In GE's course, recent
college graduates working for GE are selected based on how
the company views their potential: only the best are
chosen. Those selected attend class on company time but
are required to do a great deal of homework. Classes are
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divided into four areas: the philosophy of creativity;
increased technical knowledge; creative problem-solving
approach; and application of ideas. The course utilizes
guest lecturers, group discussion and "hands-on"
experimenting. Its emphasis, as is the case with most
industrial problem-solving courses, is to produce
individuals who can solve the company's technical
problems. And, like other courses in industry, the
evaluation regarding effectiveness is based on post-course
questionnaires rather than a more vigorous research design
to measure actual behavioral changes or output increases.
Courses or programs in problem solving in elementary
and high schools are still quite rare but this could
change. A number of curricular programs based on
extensive research and testing have been developed
recently. For example. The Productive Thinking Program by
Covington et al., Charles Merrill Publishing, 1972) is a
series of "semi-programmed" lessons for use in upper
elementary grades. The materials are presented in an
innovative way using detective stories to teach the
problem solving and creative behaviors.
The Purdue Creativity Training Program (Treffinger,
Feldhusen and Bahlke, WBAA, 1970) uses audio tapes and
printed exercises to develop problem-solving abilities
among elementary school children. The exercises stress
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the development of productive thinkinq skills, cause and
effect, forecasting, etc. The research on this program
has indicated that the written exercises are especially
helpful
.
Thinking Creatively; A Guide To Training Imagination
(Davis and Houtman, Wisconsin Research and Development
Center, 1969) uses checklists, much like those developed
by Osborn to help sixth to eighth grade students improve
design or invent physical products. Students are asked to
consider size, color, shape changes as well as the
addition of new elements to products to try to make the
product better.
Decisions and Outcomes and Deciding (Gelatt et al
.
,
Educational Testing Service, 1974) are high school and
junior high school programs designed to help students deal
with real-life situations. They provide practice in
developing and selecting alternatives to common personal,
educational, and career problems. Special emphasis is
placed on role playing and simulation techniques.
The Value Analysis Program (Applegate and Evans,
Bureau of Educational Research, University of Utah, 1979)
is designed to help high school students critically
analyze controversial issues and make rational designs.
It deals with "perhaps the most basic and most neglected
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facet of education -- making rational decisions about
value related matters” (Applegate and Evans, 1979).
The five programs mentioned above represent some of
the better of the available problem-solving programs
because they have been extensively field tested and are
based on sound learning and problem-solving theories. it
IS much more difficult to find equivalent programs for
adults in general and especially educators in particular
(the target group for this study)
.
One program. Research Utilizing Problem Solving (Jung,
Pino, and Emory, Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory, 1973) has been developed and field tested for
education. The basis of the program is force field
analysis, a technique that charts forces for and against
the achievement of a specified goal. The technique, while
effective, is time consuming and complex. From my
personal experience training school administrators, T have
found that trainees think the process helpful but never
utilize it back in their own school settings.
Jeffrey Eiseman presents another approach to training
educators in problem solving that has not yet been field
tested but which is extremely comprehensive (1974). Many
of his techniques have been incorporated into this study;
its results could serve as a limited field test regarding
the effectiveness of Eiseman 's methods.
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Current Conceptualization of the ProhIPTn
As stated in the introductory section of this paper,
the goal of this study is to determine methods that will
help individuals solve the problems they face in a way
that will not only help them avoid discomfort but also
will produce the opportunity for growth. A necessary step
in the creation of these methods is to develop a clear
description of the characteristics of positive and
negative problem-solving behaviors therefore allowing the
methods to build good behaviors and eliminate bad.
In the paragraphs below a series of negative problem-
solving behaviors will be described as Type A behaviors.
The contrasting postitive behaviors will be described as
Type B behaviors. The selection of these behaviors is
based on the literature review in the previous section.
In the following section of this paper, methods will be
identified that will help move individuals from Tvpe A
behaviors to Type B behaviors.
Type A problem solvers have either a predominantly
long or a short term orientation, and it is my experience,
based on an examination of many problem case studies, that
the short term orientation is the more common. Type A
problem solvers cannot differentiate between problems that
require immediate, on-the-spot action and those that
require a long range plan and solution strategy. For
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example, a boss is faced with an employee who has a
drinking problem and reacts in one of two ways: what can
I do now that wiil get the guy out of my hair today -- or,
let's develop, refine and evaluate a company alcohol
education and rehabilitation program.
Type B problem solvers have both a long and a short
term orientation. They realize that immediate action is
required for many problems but also realize that many
times immediate action deals only with the symptoms and
not the causes of problems. When there is not enough time
to both think and act. Type B problem solvers are able to
\
refrain from action because they recognize that the first
step taken in a problem-solving strategy is the most
crucial as it sets the direction for future steps. If the
first step is too rash, it eliminates the opportunity to
reverse or change direction. Both short and long term
orientations are necessary; a short term one so that the
problem solver can improve his situation from day to day
and thus be supplied with the necessary motivation to
ensure continued effort, and a long term one that builds
cooperation
.
Type A problem solvers are solution minded. They
spend little time formulating a clear notion of what
exactly is the problem but rather "shoot from the hip."
The inherent difficulty in such practice is that many
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times the problem they are rushing to solve is not the
correct problem. We can all recall situations when we
asked someone for help and were given solutions before we
even finished explaining the nature of the problem. This
tendency may come in part from cultural traits of Western
society. Peter Drucker, in Management
,
states "In the
West, all the emphasis is on the answer to the
question... To the Japanese, however, the important
element in decision making is defining the question"
(Drucker, 1973, p. 467). With his emphasis, the Westerner
produces a fast answer but many times the answer is to the
wrong question. And any answer, no matter how well
conceived or insightful, is wrong if it answers the wrong
questions
.
Type B problem solvers are problem minded. They
realize a problem well stated is half solved. Peter Cohen
in The Gospel According to Harvard Business School speaks
of the Business School as being successful because the
faculty has the ability to help people see, "that even the
longest voyage must start with a first step, and that once
you understand a problem you have half its solution.
Being problem minded means focusing on the problem:
defining it and clearly communicating it to others"
(Cohen, p. 329)
.
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Type A problem solvers have a win-lose orientation.
They want to first, win the argument, and second, make the
right decision. Each decision-making situation becomes a
matter of egos and power. But this orientation is not a
given in all cultures. Drucker, again using the Japanese
culture as an example states:
During the process that precedes the decision, no
mention is made of what the answer might be.
This is done so that people will not be forced to
take sides; once they have taken sides, a
decision would be a victory for one side and a
defeat for the other. Thus the whole process is
focused on finding out what the decision is
really all about, not what the decision should be
(Drucker
,
1 973
,
p.467)
.
Alvin Simberg also emphasizes this point in an article
entitled "Obstacles to Creative Thinking."
Competition in itself implies that one is working
against someone else. Overemphasis on competing
can lead a person to lose sight of his primary
goal, that of trying to solve the problem at hand
rather than trying to beat someone else at it.
What seems to have happened is that because of
this emphasis either upon cooperation or upon
competition, people tend to rely less on their
own initiaive, resources and creativity. They
seem to feel either that they are in a race
against someone else or must cooperate to keep
their jobs. Either attitude, on an
all-or-nothing basis, leads to stagnation of
ideas (Simberg in Davis and Scott, 1971, p.l27).
Type B problem solvers have a win-win orientation.
This orientation causes the problem solver to "put himself
in the other guy's shoes" and therefore develop a
perspective that considers the opposition's case. This is
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important because a good solution is good only if one can
implement it, and a solution that considers both sides has
a much greater chance of implementation than a one-sided
solution
.
Type A problem solvers stop after producing a single
solution. The problem solver "solves" the problem by
doing the first thing that comes to mind, never attempting
to generate other possibilities that might be more
effective. Simberg states.
When under pressure, an individual who has been
working on a problem for some length of time is
likely to try to take the first idea that occures
to him. Quite often he will then quit trying to
find more. This can have serious repercussions.
In the first place, sometimes the "really good
ideas" come later when we have warmed to the
task. There is a great deal of value to the
notion that we should always aim for a quantity
of ideas. (Simberg in Davis and Scott, 1971, p.
130).
The tendency to not generate other possibilities is
particularly harmful when applied to difficult problems.
A difficult problem is difficult because it cannot be
solved by obvious methods. The quick solution orientation
is difficult to avoid because the problem solver can
always blame failure on lack of full implementation of the
solution rather than on the solution itself. This
reasoning usually takes the form of "If I only tried a
little harder" or "If we only had a little more time
(money, personnel)." A basically poor solution, no matter
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how energetically implementetl
,
will not solve a problem.
It will succeed in making the problem solver feel he is
doing something, but his something will not lead to the
solution of a problem.
Type B problem solvers attempt to produce several
possible solutions. They realize that problems arise
because our standard behaviors have been inadequate to
provide satisfactory solutions. They can generate a
variety of solutions by breaking away from past
experiences and attitudes and by searching for unusual
approaches and untried ideas. They are also capable of
considering a variety of possibilities before taking any
action that might limit the ability to implement other
solutions. This type of behavior turns a problem
situation into a choice situation. Having to select from
alternatives increases the likelihood that the problem
solver will consider more elements than one who sees only
one possible solution.
Type A problem solvers see problem solving as a
random, hit or miss process. They fail to draw
distinctions between types of problems and the different
styles required to solve them. Some problems are of the
type that require completing a series of steps. The
difficulty of the problem arises from the number of steps
that are required, calling for little creativity and much
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discipline. Filling out a basic income tax form would be
one example of this type of problem. Writing a short
story would be an example of a different type of problem;
one that requires a great deal of creativity and a minimum
amount of step-by-step, direction following. In between
the two extremes are a whole variety of different types of
problems, all requiring a greater or lesser amount of both
analytical, logical thinking and creative, non-systematic
thinking. The Type A problem solver does not recognize
this and, therefore, does not use the appropriate
strategies for the problem at hand. Type B problem
solvers see problem solving as both a rational and a
creative process.
Edward DeBono calls creative thinking lateral thinking
and discussed the distinction between rational or vertical
thinking and creative or lateral thinking:
Logic is the tool that is used to dig holes
deeper and bigger, to make them altogether better
holes. But if a hole is in the wrong place no
amount of improvement is going to put it in the
right place. No matter how obvious this may seem
to every digger, it is still easier to go on
digging in the same hole than to start all over
in a new place. Vertical thinking is digging the
same hole deeper; lateral thinking is trying
again elsewhere (DeBono, 1971, p.44).
Type A problem solvers see problems as having one
cause. Diagnosis for causes is not attempted. Rather, a
quick determination of cause is made intuitively; for
example, John is failing math because he doesn’t work hard
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enough at it. Causes other than those that immediately
come to mind are not considered; e.g. learning
disabilities, mental or emotional disorders.
Sirota and Wolfson point out that this inability
becomes especially acute in the area of people-problems.
Executives are known for their problem solving abilities,
but they do not appear to be so proficient when it comes
to people problems... (Their) inability, or
unwillingness, to diagnose the real causes of employee
unrest results in the failure of many behavioral science
techniques in industry (Sirota and Wolfson, 73, p.l20).
Type B problem solvers see problems as having many
possible causes. For the problem solver to understand
exactly what causes a problem, especially in the area of
social problems, is difficult. But good solutions get at
problem causes not just symptoms. Therefore, it is most
helpful to try to consider many causes and develop a
solution strategy based on a variety of considerations.
This maximizes the potential for success, because, as the
solution begins to be implemented, and the cause or causes
become clearer, the problem solver can limit his range to
the most critical areas.
Type A problem solvers see problem situations from one
perspective. Prince states in The Practice of Creativity,
"People don't always realize that they see the problem
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differently from others, and when they do, they are
reluctant to give up their own personal approaches; this
IS natural because their own viewpoints make the most
sense to them" (Prince, 1970, p.27).
Type B problem solvers see problem situations from
multiple perspectives. They fight the urge to identify a
favored side or a favored person in a problem situation
and consider the problem from each perspective. In a
school setting, this would mean considering a discipline
problem from the teacher's, student's, parent's and total
community's perspective as well as one's own. This
particular orientation is closely related to the win-win
orientation and to seeing problems as having multiple
causes. All of these orientations tend to produce a
solution that is, in the end, more acceptable to the
parties' involved and, therefore, more easily implemented.
Type A problem solvers are reactive. They do not
attempt to control their own lives but let forces control
them. Actions are not taken to get what is desired;
actions are taken to avoid what is not desired. This
orientation is a passive response to the world. The
reactive problem solver might have succeeded quite well
many years ago but today's change is so rapid that,
without an aggressive problem-solving style, one is
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subject to countless pressures an-1 counterpressures that
can result in more and more problems.
Type B problem solvers are proactive. They anticipate
and work to solve them before they become crises. it is
the ability to anticipate and to plan that marks a
proactive problem solver. They are characteristically
individuals who always seem to get a great dea]
accomplished while making the accomplishment look easy.
Another dimension of proactivity involves taking
initiative
.
This is concerned with the extent to which theindividual perce ives decisions, consequences,
relationships, problems and options proactively.
The distinction is between sitting back
(mentally) at any stage in an intellectual
situation vs. taking the initiative to structure
the circumstances or create a situation that will
provoke some outcome in a particular direction.
It is the difference between accepting the status
quo and waiting for it to impinge upon you and
creating one's own reality (Crandall, 1977, p 63).
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FIGURE 4
SUMMARY OF CHARACTERISTICS OF
TYPE A AND TYPE B PROBLEM SOLVERS
TYPE A TYPE B
have either a long or
short terra orienta-
tion
are solution minded
have a win-lose
or ientation
produce a single
solution
see problem solving as
a random, hit or miss
process
see problems as having
one cause
see problem situations
from only one per-
spective
are reactive
have both a long and a
short term orientation
are problem minded
have a win-win
or ientation
produce several
possible solutions
see problem solving as a
rational and creative
process
see problems as having
many possible causes
see problem situations
from multiple perspec-
tives
are proactive
CHAPTER ITT
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
This section will provide the reader with specific
information about how this study was designed and carried
out. It describes the research hypotheses; the
characteristics of the subjects in the experimental and
control groups; the instructional processes and materials
used to train subjects in the experimental group. It
delineates the process used to select and train raters;
and the techniques of data analysis.
The Research Hypotheses
Assumptions that are basic to this study include the
belief that there is a need to identify specific,
effective problem-solving skills, that specific skills can
improve solution quality, and that training can improve
the ability of individuals to utilize these skills. Based
on these beliefs a training program was designed to train
individuals in Type B (see Figure 4) problem-solving
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skills;* that is, those skills that are believed to
contribute to the development of high quality solutions.
The research design created to examine these
assumptions studied three sets of relationships; the
relationship of specific skills to quality solutions; the
relationship of training in skills to quality solutions;
and the relationship of training to skill development.
Based on these relationships sixty-six hypotheses were
developed and tested in this study. A complete listing of
these hypotheses is contained in Appendix 1. The
hypotheses can be broken into three clusters or
categories: hypotheses 1 through 30 examine the
relationship of six problem-solving competencies to five
solution-adequacy criteria; hypotheses 31 through 60
examine the relationship of training in the 6 skills to
five solution-adequacy criteria; and hypotheses 61 through
66 examine the relationship of training in six skills to
the development of these skills.
The first thirty hypotheses examine the relationship
of six particular problem-solving competencies with five
*the training was structured to develop each of the Type B
skills with the exception of proactive behavior -- the affect
or structure on influence situations so that problems do not
occur or are kept to a minimum. Proactive behavior was not
included because subjects were to be faced with problems to
solve and were not given a chance to suggest preventive action.
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criteria for solution adequacy. The six problem-solving
competencies are the
ability to adequately state a problem
determine possible causes of a problem
ability to develop numerous solution options
ability to generate short-term solutions
ability to generate long-term solutions
to synthesize multiple perspectives
One of the challenges of this study was to create
criteria for solution adequacy that were valid and
specific but broad enough to be applicable to a wide
variety of problem cases. The five criteria for an
adequate solution that were developed are the following:
The five criteria for an adequate solution are the
following
:
the extent to which a solution is feasible
the degree of specificity of the solution
the degree to which the solution deals with
all-important elements of the problem -- its
comprehensiveness
the probability of producing results which the
problem-solver seems to value
the probability of producing results which the
rater values.
When the six competencies are applied to each of the
five criteria, they produce a list of 30 (6x5)
hypotheses. Two sample hypotheses stated below are
examples
:
1. Hypothesis #1: to the extent that the
problem-solver develops a clear problem statement
that is expressed in real/ideal terms, the
proposed solution will be judged to be more
feasible
.
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2. Hypothesis #30: to the extent that the problem
solver s final solution attempts to inteqrate
apparently conflicting perspectives, the proposed
solution will be judged to produce results thatthe rater values.
Hypotheses 31 through 60 compare the performances of
subjects who have received training in a specific skill
area to those who did not receive training in that
specific skill area with respect to the adequacy of
solutions. For example, Hypotheses #31 states "Compared
to subjects who received no worksheets or training
designed to help them develop a clear problem-statement
that is expressed in real/ideal terms, those that were
provided such worksheets and training will propose
solutions that will be judged to be more feasible," and
Hypothesis #60 states "Compared to subjects who received
no worksheets or training designed to help them develop a
final solution that attempts to integrate apparently
conflicting perspectives, those who were provided such
worksheets and training will propose solutions that will
be judged to produce results that the rater values."
Hypotheses #61 through #66 suggest that the training,
indeed, increases the skill level. For example.
Hypothesis #61 states "Compared to subjects who received
no worksheets or training designed to help them develop a
clear, problem statement expressed in real/ideal terms,
those who were provided such worksheets and training will
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be more likely to develop more problem statements
expressed in real/ideal terms."
Characteristics of the Subjects in Experimental
and Control Groups
The experimental group consisted of 32 junior high and
high school teachers from the greater Boston area who are
enrolled in a course entitled, "Building Critical Thinking
Skills Using the Newspaper." The control group consisted
of 17 junior high school teachers in a larqe suburban
school system enrolled in a course entitled, "A Systematic
Approach to Developing Writing Skills."
Table A: Breakdown according to years of teaching
experience for the experimental and the control group:
Years Experimental Control
0-3 ] 2 2
4-7 13 2
8-15 4 12
16 & over 3 1
32 17
' B: Breakdown According to Educational Background
Education Experimental Control
BA 11 4
BA + 15 6 3
Masters 10 4
MA + 15 1 4
MA + 30 3 ]
Beyond MA + 30 1 1
TOTAL 32 17
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Both the control and the experimental groups share
certain general characteristics:
• Both groups were motivated to take the courses sothat they could learn teaching techniques rather
than develop their own personal problem-solving
skills.
• The teachers did not select the courses because they
felt the need to improve their problem-solving
skills
.
• Teachers in both groups were drawn from the grades
7-12 range.
• Teachers in both groups taught in the humanities
(English, history, reading, journalism, foreign
languages) rather than in science, math, trade or
vocational subject areas.
• No special selection process was used to select the
subjects
.
The major difference between the experimental and
control groups is that the control group had more teaching
experience. Seventy-six percent of the control group had
more than eight years experience teaching while only
twenty-one percent of the experimental group had over
eight years experience. Because this difference could be
a factor in hypotheses 31 to 60, the hypotheses examining
the effects of training on solution quality, a combined
control group was created by using the case studies
completed by the control group and the first case
completed by the experimental group. The experimental
group's first case study was completed before training
and, therefore, can he used to measure the effect of
training on a treatment, non- treatment basis.
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Both the control and the experimental groups, based on
a continuum of teaching experience, education, subjects
taught, grade levels taught, represent an excellent sample
of junior high and high school humanities teachers.
The Instructional Process and the Materials Used
to Train Sub:)ects in the Experimental Group
The experimental group was given six problems from
Problem S ituations in Teaching by Greenwood, Good and
Siegel, 1971 to solve over a twelve week period. The
volume contains "twenty representative case studies
developed from data on over 330 problem cases." The six
cases selected were chosen because they met the following
1) covered problem areas in both elementary and
secondary levels; 2) represented realistic situations; 3)
represented a variety of problem situations; for example,
student problems, parent problems, administrative
problems; 4) supplied all necessary information; 5) were
approximately the same length (four pages) ; 6) have same
degree of difficulty; 7) were compelling.
As an additional step to ensure the cases met the
above criteria, the six case studies were given to
different groups of students the semester before the study
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began. These students have the same general
characteristics of the actual experimental, and control
groups. The author reviewed their answers and their
personal reactions to the cases to determine if the cases
met the seven criteria. As a result of this review, no
changes were made in the original cases selected.
A short description of the cases, given by the
authors, Greenwood, Good and Siegel:
Case 1 - Lincoln Junior High School - Deciding what
to do about a group of junior high school
students who have cheated on several exams.
Case 2 - Lincoln Elementary School - Resolving a
first-grade promotion/retention dilemma.
Case 3 - Maple Grove School - Dealing with a
first-grade child who has an emotional
problem.
Case 4 - High School Case - Deciding whether or not
to prevent an underachieving boy from
graduating from high school.
Case 5 - The Van Buren School - Helping a third
grade, disadvantaged girl rejected by her
peers
.
Case 6 - Bryant School - Coping with an elementary
school situation that fails to provide
adequate teaching conditions.
The written directions given to all subjects for all
case studies are provided here.
Directions for Problem Solving Case Work
Insructions: Attached are descriptions of problem
situations. Assume you are a consultant to the teacher
centrally involved. Your task is threefold:
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jot down on th© wor k‘?hf»pf- in 4-k« ^ j •
occur iTj \7rm =11 4-u • j -i^onoot., in tn© ord©r th©v
“-.fr
worry about sentence structure or spelling!
= ro developed a course of action vonare willing to recommend to the teacher in thfcas^up two copies of your suggestions. One you win qWe-^
sr.of-^e'^
keep. This typed statement should bespecific and complete enough so that someone could carry
note!?”"
without having access to you or your
Third, list any techniques you consciously usedadding enough information so that I will b© able to'
understand how you applied these techniques to the problem.
The first problem case was solved before any
instruction was given. The next four cases were solved at
one to two week intervals after training in one or two of
the key techniques. Worksheets were provided to aid the
subjects in the application of these techniques. (Copies
of worksheets are provided in Appendix 2 ). The last case,
the sixth, was solved after training in all six of the key
techniques was completed. It is Important to stress that
the treatment, which distinguishes the experimental from
the control group, consisted of three elements:
instruction in problem-solving techniques, practice
experience provided by the four case studies between the
pre- and post-tests, and worksheets.
The six key techniques parallel the problem-solving
competencies listed in the hypotheses sub-section of this
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chapter. They are described below in the order in which
they were taught to the experimental group.
Key Technique #1: Development of complete problem
statements using real/ideal gap analysis. This technique
requires that the problem solver creates two columns. in
one column all elements of the current situation are
listed and in the second column, all the elements of the
desired situation are listed. Instruction for the
experimental group was provided through a short lecture, a
handout entitled "VJriting Problem Statements" that is
included in Appendix 3, and practice examples.
Key Technique #2: Development of a variety of
possible problem causes. This technique stresses the
notion of multiple causality of problems and the need to
develop solutions that might help eliminate a variety of
problem causes. Instruction to the class was provided
through a short lecture, practice examples, and general
discuss ion
.
Key Technique #3: Development of a variety of
solution options. This technique stresses the generation
of a wide variety of possible solutions from which the
final solution is selected. Here the key is selection
from a variety of alternatives rather than selection from
one or two alternatives. Instruction to the class was
provided through the use of a handout entitled "Creative
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Problem Solving" that is in Appendix 3, a short lecture,
and a practice brainstorming session.
Key Techniques #4 and #5; Development of short-term
solutions. For the purpose of this study, short-term
solutions are considered to be any steps that are taken to
communicate to those involved that the problem has been
identified and understood and that next steps are in place
or will be developed very shortly to resolve the problem.
Long-term solutions are considered solutions that attempt
to ultimately resolve and/or prevent similar problems from
occurring in the future. Instruction to the class was
provided through a short lecture, sharing of examples and
class discussion.
Key Technique #6: Development of solutions that
synthesize multiple perspectives. Thi.s technique stresses
the development of creative blend solutions; that is,
solutions that are not either/or, but both/and solutions,
solutions where there is no winner and loser but where
there is a winner and a winner. Instruction to the class
was provided through the use of a handout entitled
"Creating Solutions That Work", included in Appendix 3, a
lecture, and practice examples. In each case, students in
the class were given worksheets that were cumulative; that
is, before Case #2, the subjects were given a worksheet to
help them develop a real/ideal problem statement; before
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Case #3, they were given worksheets to help them develop a
real/ideal problem statement and to develop multiple
causes; before Case #4, they were given worksheets to help
them develop real/ideal problem statements, multiple
causes and multiple solutions; before Case #5, they were
given worksheets that would help them develop real/ideal
problem statements, multiple causes, multiple solution
options, and long and short-term solution alternatives;
and, before Case #6, they were given v/orksheets that would
help them develop real/ideal problem statements, multiple
causes, alternative solutions that are both short and
long-term, and finally synthesize multiple perspectives.
A copy of the worksheets provided to the class is included
in Appendix 2.
It is important to note that as each assignment was
due, participants in the course turned in their case
studies but received no feedback on the quality of their
work. On the dates that assignments were due, the
students were given between five and ten minutes to
discuss their recommended solutions in small groups. At
no time were they told what was a good solution, or were
given sample solutions.
In summary, the instructional process used to teach
the techniques to the experimental group was not an
elaborate one. And in each case, instruction did not take
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more than an hour, and in most cases less than 40
minutes. Students were instructed on a technique,
assigned a case, given the worksheets, and told to
complete the worksheets and to develop a written problem
solution within a week or two. The students were given an
opportunity to share their solutions in small groups but
were never given feedback on the quality of the solutions
or given suggestions about ways to improve their
solutions. The author hoped that the techniques would be
intuitively obvious and that the instruction would be
clear enough to substantially improve the quality of the
solutions with only minimum instruction and the provision
of worksheets and practice.
The control group was given two cases to solve. The
first case administered to the experimental group and the
last case administered to the experimental group. The
first and sixth cases did, in effect, serve as pre- and
post-tests. The cases were given ten weeks apart v/ith the
same directions that the experimental group was given for
their cases.
The subjects in the control and experimental groups
handed in case study solutions, typed on plain white
paper. Case study solutions of both groups were
indistinguishable. The only identifying characteristics
were identity codes placed on each solution by the author.
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Selection and Training of Raters
For the rating of the cases to be valid it is
important that the raters represent the widest possible
variety of perspectives on educational problems. Raters
were chosen who met the following criteria: extensive
teaching experience, experience in a variety of
non-teaching roles, reputation as a competent
professional, and reputation as a conscientious worker
with attention to detail.
The three raters selected had the following
characteristics:
More than twenty years' experience as an
e ucator; ten plus years as elementary, junior high
and high schoo.l teacher; seven years as school
principal; position at time of study -- Curricu''umSpecialist.
—
More than fifteen years' teaching experience
at the elementary and junior high levels and five plusyears as Gu.idance Counselor. Position at time of
study -- Guidance Counselor.
Rater 3. More than ten years as high school teacher
and five as department head. Position at time to
study -- teacher and department head.
Training for the raters consisted of a three and a
half hour workshop conducted immediately before they began
the rating process. In the training process, the raters
were given the scoring sheets (see Appendix 4) and sample
case solutions developed by groups not involved in this
study. The raters rated these sample case solutions and
discussed the results so that they could reach conclusions
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about why they rated cases the way they did. As the
training progressed, both the definitions of the terms on
. the rating sheet and how the case studies could be
interpreted became clearer to the raters. During the
training, the raters were specifically instructed to
determine what they felt were the important elements of
the case independently, without discussion with the other
raters. They were also instructed to skim through all the
responses to a given case before they began rating so that
they would have a sense of the range of solutions. And,
finally, they were directed to consistently read the five
raters' questions over again at each rating so they would
not forget the somewhat subtle differences between each
question
.
At the end of the training, the raters v/ere given
deadlines for their task, were instructed not to
communicate with one another in any way while they were
evaluating the case studies, and were told that they would
be paid for their work (each rater was paid $50) upon the
completion of the task. The cases were coded and at no
time did the raters know who was in the treatment group
and who was in the control group.
To determine the extent to which the techniques were
used, the author rated each case study solution and
worksheet using the scale "Questions to Determine Problem
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Solving Competencies” (see Appendix 4). using both sets
of ratings, information was obtained about the
relationship between solution quality and use of the key
techniques
.
Data Analysis Techniques
There were two sets of case data that needed to be
analyzed to determine the degree of acceptance or
rejection of the sixty-six hypotheses in this study. The
first set of data was the scores of the three raters for
each case study solution produced by all the subjects in
the control group (17 subjects x 2 cases x 3 raters = 102
sets of scores) and in the experimental group (32 subjects
X 6 cases x 3 raters = 576 sets of scores)
. These sets of
scores were the quality rating of the case study
solutions, that is, they represent the rater's opinion of
the worth of the problem solutions produced by the control
and experimental groups. The three raters used the
instrument Rating Questions for Solution Quality to
evaluate the cases (see Appendix D for copy)
.
A second set of data consisted of the ratings of
worksheets to determine the extent to which the key
techniques were utilized. These ratings produced 226 sets
of scores (17 x 2 cases = 34 for control group and 32 x 6
cases = 192 for the experimental group). The author was
the rater for this set of scores. 'T’he rating instrument
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for this process v;as Questions to Determine Problem
Solving Competencies (see Appendix 4 for copy).
Since all the hypotheses in this study speculate on
the relationship between sets of means "T" tests were the
statistical tool used in determining the validity of the
hypotheses
.
To summarize, this chapter discussed the research
strategy designed to examine the interrelationships of
problem solving skills, training in these skills, and
solution quality. To test these relationships
specifically, sixty-six hypotheses were developed to look
at the interaction of skills, training, and solution
quality. This chapter also described the criteria for
solution adequacy, the instructional process and
materials, the subject in the experimental and control
groups, the process used to select and train raters, and
the data analysis techniques. The next chapter v;ill
present and discuss the result of the study.
CHAPTER I V
RESULTS AND DISCUSS TON
This chapter will report the results of this study.
The hypotheses will be qrouped into three clusters because
the sixty-six hypotheses that make up the scope of inquiry
examine three general sets of relationships, duster one,
hypotheses one to thrity, examines the relationship
between the six problem solving skills and solution
adequacy. Cluster two, hypotheses thirty-one to sixty,
examines the relationship between skill training and
solution adequacy. Cluster three, hypotheses sixty-one to
sixty-six, examines the relationship between the training
program used in this study and problem solving skills.
Hypotheses Cluster One
Results
This cluster, inclusive of hypotheses one to thirty,
questions the relationship between problem solving skills
(the six key techniques) and effective solutions (the five
solution adequacy criteria). To examine these
relationships three sets of correlations were computed,
each set consistinq of the correlation between (a) the
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author's ratings of the skill level anfl (b) the ratings of
solution adequacy by each of the three judges. Table One
displays these three sets of correlations.
It is important to point out that the results follow a
pattern -- the same hypotheses are supported or rejected
by each of the raters. The pattern of ratings was
consistent showing strong, moderate, or no supprt for the
hypotheses clusters.
Results of the statistical analysis of hypotheses 1 to
30.
Hypotheses 1 to 5 : Relationship between a clear
prob.lem statement and solution quality. Contrary to
prediction, the data rejects hypotheses 1 to 5.
Hypotheses 6 to 10: Relationship between diagnosing
multiple possible causes and solution quality.
Contrary to prediction, the data rejects hypotheses 6
to 10.
Hypotheses 11 to 15: Relationship between creating
multiple solution options and the solution quality.
Contrary to prediction, the data rejects hypotheses 11
to 15.
Hypotheses 16 to 20: Relationship between short term
solutions and solution quality. As predicted, the
data (significant at .01 level) supports hypotheses 16
to 20
.
Hypotheses 21 to 25: Relationship between long term
solutions and solution quality. As predicted, the
data (significant at the .01 level) supports
hypotheses 21 to 25.
Hypotheses 26 to 30: Relationship between the
development of a strategy that attempts to integrate
apparently conflicting perspectives and solution
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quality. As predicted, the data (significant at the
.01 level) supports hypotheses 26 to 30.
Discussion
The especially significant findings in Cluster One are
in areas of the two extremes; the high positive
correlation between the development of strategies to
integrate conflicting perspectives and successful
solutions and the high negative correlation between the
generation of solution options and successful solutions.
For a solution to be rated as feasible, specific,
comprehensive, and capable of producing results that the
raters and subjects value, this study indicates that the
subjects should have attempted to integrate the
conflicting perspectives present in the case studies. On
the other hand, creating solution options seemed to
negatively effect a solution rating. Why is this so?
To some extent, these results are a function of the
type of problem the subjects were asked to solve. All the
case studies involved human problems similar to the
day-to-day problems educational managers must face. None
of the cases had obvious right or wrong answers. It
appears that any attempt to consider all points of view
makes a solution more powerful to a neutral observer (the
raters). It appears that attempting to integrate
conflicting perspectives is the most critical problem
solving behavior for the type of problems that were
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represented in the case studies; that is, problems
involving human beings in real life situations that have
many aspects and subtleties.
Regarding negative correlation between creating
solution options and successful solutions, the type of
problem being solved seems especially significant. Tn
retrospect, it seems that the case studies did not need
creativity as much as thoroughness. Subjects who
attempted to create several different solution strategies
used their limited energies generating alternatives simply
to meet a quota. Instead, subjects should have spent more
time trying to include different alternatives into one
strategy or spentmore time on other techniques. If the
case studies had involved problems that required
"creative" solutions, this current negative correlation
might change. Non-human relations problems (e.g. design a
breadless sandwich, a spill-proof cup or name the
yearbook) would probably have a positive conclusion
instead of a negative one.
The most surprising result in cluster one is the'lack
of significant correlation between the development of a
clear problem statement and the five solution adequacy
criteria. As the study was being designed, hypotheses one
to five all seemed highly plausible, especially hypothesis
three which predicted a high correlation between the
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creation of a clear problem statement and a comprehensive
solution (a solution that deals with all the important
elements of the problem)
. Reviewing possible reasons for
this result, one is forced to look, again, at the case
studies themselves. Whi],e the cases involved a variety of
perspectives, values, and possible next steps, the actual
problem descriptions must have been clear enough to not
require the development of a problem statement. If the
problems were presented in a role play, or on tape the
need for problem statements probably would have become
more critical. However, because the situation was already
described clearly in a short (3 to 4 page) case study, no
further elaboration appeared to be required.
Many of the same reasons used to explain the negative
correlation between the generation of several solution
options and solution adequacy and the development of a
clear problem statement and solution adequacy seem to
apply to hypotheses six to ten -- identification of
several probable causes. Given limited time, energy, and
the clear description of the problem, it is wise for the
problem solver to spend most of the available time
developing a solution that is fair to all sides.
Hypotheses Cluster Two
Results
Whereas cluster one examined the relationship between
the effectiveness of the skills and the solution adepuacy
criteria, this cluster of hypotheses, inclusive of
hypotheses thirty-one to sixty, questions the relationship
between training in the six key techniques and solution
adequacy. To examine this relationship, a control grouo
was established that consisted of the following
groupings: all solutions to case studies one and six
submitted by the 17 member control group (total 34) and
all solutions to case study one (total 32) submitted by
the treatment group (case study one was completed before
any treatment) . These groupings produced a pool of 66
case study solutions that were developed without any
instruction in the six key techniques. This pool of 66
case study solutions was then compared to the case study
answers of the treatment group after they received
treatment in each of the key techniques. This comparison
will show the effect the key techniques had in producing
high scores for solution adequacy.
Hypotheses 31 to 35: Relationship of training in the
development of clear problem statements to solution
quality. Contrary to prediction, the data rejects
hypotheses 31 to 35. Training in the development of
clear problem statement did produce uniformly higher
scores on the five solution adequacy criteria but not
to a statistically significant degree. (See Table 2.)
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Hypotheses 36 to 40: Relationship of training in theidentification of several possible causes and solutionquality. Contrary to prediction, the data rejectshypotheses 36 to 40. (See Table 3.)
Hypotheses 41 to 45: Relationship of training in theidentification of several solution options and
solution quality. Contrary to prediction, the data
rejects hypotheses 41 to 45 (See Table 4.1
Hypotheses 46 to 55: Relationship of training in the
development of long and short term solutions and
solution quality. As predicted, the data supports
hypotheses 46 to 55. (See Table 5.)
Hypotheses 56 to 60; Relationship of training in the
integration of conflicting perspectives and solution
quality. As predicted, the data supports hypotheses
56 to 60 (See Table 6)
.
Discussion
The most significant result in
findings are consistent with those
Cluster One compared all the judge
Cluster Two is that the
of Cluster One.
's scores for
problem-solving skill with the raters' scores for
adequacy; whereas. Cluster Two compared only case
solution scores for subjects who had received tra
solution
study
ining
(regardless of the level of skill actually displayed) with
case study solutions for subjects who did not. The
results are compatible and significant. Regardless of how
the data is grouped, the results show the following:
• Development of problem statement, using real/ideal
gap analysis, does not make a significant difference
in the quality of case study solutions.
• Generation of several possible problem causes does
not make a significant difference in the quality of
case study solutions.
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• Ic^entif ication of several oossihle solution options
makes, at best, no difference and in some cases has
a negative effect on the quality of case study
solutions.
• Generation of short-term solution (communication
that the problem has been identified and understood
and that next steps either will be or already havebeen developed to resolve the problem) produces a
consistently positive effect on the quality of case
study solutions.
• Generation of long-term
strategy that includes
resolve and/or prevent
arising in the future)
positive effect on the
solutions
.
solutions (development of a
either a means to ultimately
a similar problem from
produces a consistently
quality of case study
• Creating creative blend solutions (integration of
apparently conflicting perspectives) produces a
consistently positive effect on the quality of case
study solutions.
Hypotheses Cluster Three
Results
This cluster of hypotheses include hypotheses
sixty-one to sixty-six. These six hypotheses question the
effectiveness of the training component of the study.
Specifically, they call for skill level comparisons
between subjects who received training and worksheets
designed to produce the six specific problem solving
behaviors (for example, clear problem statements, or
long-term solutions) and those who were not provided such
training or v/orksheets. These comparisons were made by
contrasting the scores on questions to determine problem
solving competencies (see Appendix D) of subjects who did
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and did not receive traininq and worksheets.
The comparison group was created and studied by
collecting the case study solutions and any note papers
used for Case #1 for both the experimental group (32
subjects) and the control group (17 subjects) and the case
study solutions and any scrap materials from the control
group for Case #6 (17 subject) to create a pool of 66
subjects who had no training or worksheets designed to
produce the six specific problem solving behaviors. These
scores were then compared to the scores of the
experimental group after the group received training in
each of the six specific problem solving behaviors. The
actual hypotheses and the results of a statistical
analysis of these scores are listed below:
Hypothesis 61: Compared to subjects who received
no worksheets or training designed to help them
develop a clear problem statement expressed in
real/ideal terms, those who were provided such
worksheets and training will be more likely to
develop clear problem statements expressed in
real/ideal terms.
Control mean = 1.0909
Experimental mean = 3.6563 difference
significant at
.001 level of
confidence
Hypothesis 62: Compared to subjects who received
no worksheets or training designed to help them
identify several probable causes, those who vrere
provided such worksheets and training will be
more likely to identify several probable causes.
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Control mean = 1.1970
Experimental mean = 2.500 difference
significant at .001
level of confidence
Hypothesis 63: Compared to subjects who received
no worksheets or training designed to help them
identify several solution options, those who were
provided such worksheets and training will be
more likely to identify several solution options.
Control mean = 1.0758
Experimental mean = 3.1563 difference
signficant at .001
level of confidence
Hypothesis 64: Compared to subjects who received
no worksheets or training designed to help them
communicate to those involved both that the
problem has been identified and understood and
that next steps either will be or already have
been developed to resolve the problem, those who
were provided such worksheets and training will
communicate to those involved both that the
problem has been identified and understood and
that next steps either will be or already have
been developed to resolve the problem.
Control mean = 3.6061
Experimental mean = 4.000 difference
signficant at .007
level of confidence
Hypothesis 65: Compared to subjects who received no
worksheets or training designed to help them develop a
final solution that includes either a means to
ultimately resolve and/or prevent a similar problem
from arising in the future, those who were provided
such worksheets and training v/ill develop a final
solution that includes either a means to ultimately
resolve and/or prevent a similar problem from arising
in the future.
Control mean = 1.7188
Experimental mean = 2.3030 difference
significant at .020
leveT of confidence
Hypothesis 66: Compared to subjects who received
no worksheets or training designed to help them
develop a final solution that attempts to
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integrate apparently conflicting perspectives,those who were provided such worksheets andtraining will develop a final solution thatattempts to integrate apparently conflictingperspectives. ^
Control mean = 1.7576
Experimental mean = 2.8750 difference
significant at .001
level of confidence
Discussion
All six of the hypotheses in Cluster 'T’hree were
accepted. it is clear that the training program produced
the desired results. In four of the six hypotheses, there
was at least one point (on a four point scale) total gain
between treatment and control means. There was less than
a full point gain in one of the skill areas (short-term
solutions)
, because the control group mean was so high to
begin with. In this case the difference between means
still was significant at the .007 level. The other skill
where there was less than a full point growth involved
generation of long-term solutions. In this area, the
difference was significant at the .020 level but the
actual growth was somewhat disappointing. It is in this
area that the training program needs to be improved.
Why did the training produce such significant
results? For two reasons. First, the very techniques
that served as the skill areas for the training had a
great appeal because of their simplicity and self-evident
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utility. Most of the subjects agreed that these skills
would probably improve their overall problem solving
abilities. They did not have to be convinced. Second,
the worksheets structured the process enough to encourage
the utilization of the techniques. Even though the
subjects were not graded on the case studies and received
no feedback from the instructor on the quality of their
solutions, all members of the experimental group utilized
the worksheets fully as problem solving aids.
Teachers and administrators are constantly faced with
situations that require them to solve problems. And for
the most part, these problems are people problems rather
than technical, mechanical, or standard-operati ng-
procedure type problems. The major implication as a
result of this analysis is quite simple: when a training
program as straightforward and basic as the one described
in this study can help educators produce solutions to
people problems that are judged significantly better than
the solutions of educators who did not receive such
training, then schools and teachers training institutions
should provide such training. If educaton could be taught
to think in terms of short and long term solutions and to
synthesize multiple perspectives, one wonders how much
more effectively schools would be managed and children
taught
.
iA
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To summarize, this study examined the
interrelationships of problem solving skills, training in
these skills, and solution quality. The results of the
study are significant in a number of areas: three problem
solving skills were found to produce significant
improvement in solution quality? training in these skills
to improved solution? and the training program described
in this study had a major positive effect on the abilitv
of the subjects to utilize the specific problem solving
techniques
.
CHAPTER V
IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH AND PRACTICE
Future research in problem solving should be directed
toward testing prescriptive, practical problem-solving
strategies and techniques. Although much has been written
about problem solving, there have been few attempts to
assess the effectiveness of relatively easy-to-use general
models. Testing of alternative approaches with different
problem-solving techniques would enhance the body of
knowledge in this area and be a major asset to those
involved in the development of training programs. More
specifically, studies that develop types or categories of
problems and correlate effective problem-solving methods
with problem type would be extremely beneficial. This
type of research could also lead to more effective problem
identification and clarification processes, an area that
needs a great deal of work.
One such system could involve classifying problems as
either "creative" or "systematic." As pointed out
earlier, arriving at the solutions to the case studies
used in this study did not require a great deal of
creativity in the strict sense of resulting from
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originality of thought. Instead, the case studies seemed
to require a thorough, step-by-step approach with a dose
of creativity on the side. Those who succeeded in getting
high scores from the raters used the same skills Newton
described when he observed, "if i have succeeded in my
inquiries more than others, I owe it less to any superior
strength of mind, than to the habit of patient thinkina."
(Whimbey, 1980, p. 565). Yet there might be a class of
problems that require more inspiration and less "patient
thinking." If this is the case, it is important for the
problem solver to determine what type of approach to take
a walk in the woods or a long session with lists and
charts
.
Future research should also address the question of
the long range impact and carry-over of the training. By
examining the results of hypotheses 60 to 66, it is clear
that the key techniques were learned and applied to the
case studies, but the questions remain whether learnings
had any effect on the day-to-day problem-solving skills of
the subjects and if they did have an effect, how long term
was the effect? A future researcher could create a
situation where subjects would be observed by unidentified
evaluators in their work situations to check for the
appropriate application of the techniques 'n real-life
situations.
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Specific research designed to build on the findings of
this study should examine the three techniques that did
not positively correlate with the five solution adequacy
criteria. These three techniques are the development of
complete problem statements using real/ideal gap analysis,
the development of a variety of possible problem causes,
and the development of a variety of solution options.
Based on the review of the literature and conventional
wisdom, these techniques should have been more effective.
Listed below are additional suggestions for further
research and practice.
First, vary the mode of presentation of the problem
cases. The results of the study showed that defining the
problem did not directly effect the quality of the
proposed solution. This finding might be caused bv the
nature of the problems themselves; that is, the problems
were presented in relatively short, play-like scenarios
with summaries of relevant data. Although the problem
solver had to identify the problem, the case study
probably provided more structure than one would find in
comparable true life situations. If the case studies
could have been presented on video-tape or as role plays
with broader contexts, and more irrelevant detail, the
training situation might represent true life more closely
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or, at least, provide a more accurate measure of the
effectivness of the def ining-the-problem technique.
Second, refine the training process. if the subjects
in the experimental group were provided with more sample
problems and completed (filled-in) worksheets, they might
have been able to apply all the techniques with ever
greater skill. Samples of worksheets that demonstrate the
correct application of the techniques might have been an
important teaching aid.
Another refinement in the training could be in the
feedback process. Participants in the training received
no feedback from the instructor regarding their solutions
or their application of the techniques. From a review of
the completed worksheets, it is clear that even a minimum
amount of feedback could have had a powerful effect. For
example, there was sufficient confusion regarding how to
use the def ining-the-problem technique and how to generate
several possible causes that some feedback to the subjects
probably would have been helpful.
Third, vary the problem types. The problem cases were
selected because they met a wide variety of criteria.
After reviewing the worksheets the author realizes that
one criterion was left out. There were no problems that
required truly "creative" solutions. There was no need
for the problem solvers in this study to invent or create
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a totally new thing. There should have been one or two
problems that clearly called for inventiveness.
The training process described in this study utilized
case studies, practice experiences, worksheets, handouts,
lectures, questions and answer sessions, and small group
discussions. Research needs to be conducted to determine
which of these instructional components are the most
effective skill building activities. For example, it
could be possible that a great deal of growth occurred as
a result of case study analysis utilizing worksheets and
little growth occurred as a result of the discussions.
Conversely, the classroom discussions and the
person-to-person interactions could be the most
significant factor. These, and related questions, need to
be answered.
Regarding implications for future practice, learnings
in the area of pre-service and in-service education are
particularly significant. Training can increase specific
skills related to problem solving and the case study
described in this study appears to be an effective way to
teach these skills. Through the use of case studies,
prospective teachers can be prepared to handle typical
classroom problems in practice situations; and in
in-service sessions for veteran teachers, atypical or
extremely difficult problems can be analyzed. The case
study approach has been used extensively in business and
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industry because this approach helps close the gap between
theory and practice. Many pre and in-service courses are
criticized for being too theoretical. The case study
approach solves this problem.
Another application for the learnings in this study is
in the management development area. All three raters for
the study commented independently on how much they had
learned analyzing the case study solutions other educators
produced. Training school administrators or potential
administrators by using work related case studies is
underutilized in education as a management development
strategy
.
CHAPTER V I
GENERAL SUMMARY AND OBSERVATIONS
th© s©cond chapt©r of this study, the need for a
training program in problem solving for educators was
shown. This author's conclusions were very similar to the
conclusions reached by Friedman and Anderson when they
commented on the state of the art regarding educational
problem-solving skills and training.
Problems in education are as common as
automobiles at rush hour. Yet educators often
avoid formal evaluation techniques as a tool for
solving these problems. One explanation for this
avoidance is that existing models are considered
by many educators in the field to be
impractical. Despite their technical finesse,
many are inflexible, overly complex, and obtuse.
The educator who tries to use these models to
solve a typical educational problem may find
himself or herself muddled in the means and lose
sight of the ends (Friedman and Anderson, 1979,
p. 17) .
Based on the need and backed by a review of the
relevant conceptual and empirical research on problem
solving and problem-solving training programs, the author
described a series of positive (Type B) problem-solving
behaviors and contrasted them with a series of negative
(Type A) behaviors that typically exist in the average
problem solver. The author then described a training
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program to help educators move from Type A behavior to
Type B behavior. Finally, a research design utilizing
case study problems, experimental and control groups, and
trained raters was implemented to determine the effects of
the training program.
Based on the results of the research design the
following conclusions can be made about the training
program:
• The training program worked. The subjects in the
experimental group utilized the techniques.
• Some of the techniques are more powerful problem-
solving aids than others. Attempting to
integrate conflicting perspectives and developing
short and long term solutions are powerful
problem-solving techniques. Generating many
possible solutions seems to be a hindrance when
solving the type of problems presented in the
case studies.
• The training program is of value. The techniques
produced solutions that were rated better by
trained raters.
When reviewing these findings, it is important to keep
in mind the type of problems subjects were asked to solve
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because the findinqs must be limited to problems of this
type. Problem cases used in this study were open-ended
case-study type problems that are subjpct to a wide
variety of interpretations and value judgments. These
case studies were selected not because they were neat and
easily analyzed but because they represent the types of
problems; i.e., people problems, that educators most often
solve
.
In addition to the above conclusion, several other
outcomes that are based on the author's non-systema tic
impressions are worth noting:
• The experimental group wrote longer and more
elaborate analyses and solutions to the case
studies than the control group.
• Despite the focus of the control group's interest
in writing, the experimental group's answers were
more comprehensible.
• At the beginning of the study, one of the major
negative behaviors of both the experimental and
control groups was defining the problem by
summarizing or re-telling the case study
situation. At the end of the training, most of
the experimental group replaced re-telling or
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summarizing behaviors with more sophisticated
problem analysis behaviors.
• The raters felt that the rating activities
provided an excellent opportunity to improve
their own problem-solving skills and helped them
build a greater understanding of why individuals
respond to problems the way they do.
In summary, this study examined the effectiveness of a
training program designed to improve the problem-solving
skills of educators. Training in the use of six key
problem-solving techniques was provided to an experimental
group (N=32) . This group was asked to work through six
case studies and v;orksheets to aid in the application of
the techniques. A control group (N=17) , solving the first
and last case, was used to determine if problem-solving
growth took place as a result of the training. As a
result of analyses of the cases completed by three trained
raters, the author concludes that the training program was
effective and that three of the key techniques (developing
(1) short term, (2) long term, and (3) creative blend
solutions) contributed most substantially to the growth of
the experimental group.
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appendix 1
COMPLETE LIST OF HYPOTHESES
(1) To the extent that the problem solver develops
a clear problem statement that is expressed in
real-ideal terms, the proposed solution will
be judged to be more feasible.
(2) To the extent that the problem solver develops
a clear problem statement that is expressed in
real-ideal terms, the proposed solution will be
judged to be more specific.
(3) To the extent that the problem solver develops
a clear problem statement that is expressed in
real-ideal terms, the proposed solution will be
judged to be more comprehensive.
(4) To the extent that the problem solver develops
a clear problem statement that is expressed in real-
ideal terms, the proposed solution will be judged to
have a higher likelihood of producing outcomes that
the problem solver intends.
(5) To the extent that the problem solver develops
a clear problem statement that is expressed in real-
ideal terms, the proposed solution will be judged
to produce results that the rater values.
(6) To the extent that the problem solver identifies
several probable causes, the proposed solution
will be judged to be more feasible.
(7) To the extent that the problem solver identifies
several probable causes, the proposed solution
will be judged to be more specific.
(8) To the extent that the problem solver identifies
several probable causes, the proposed solution
will be judged to be more comprehensive.
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(9) To the extent that the problem solver identifies
several probable causes, the proposed solution
will be judged to have a higher likelihood of
producing outcomes that the problem solver intends.
(10) To the extent that the problem solver identifies
several probable causes, the proposed solution will
be judged to produce results that the rater values.
(11) To the extent that the problem solver identifies
several solution options, the proposed solution
will be judged to be more feasible.
(12) To the extent that the problem solver identifies
several solution options, the proposed solution
will be judged to be more specific.
(13) To the extent that the problem solver identifies
several solution options, the proposed solution
will be judged to be more comprehensive.
(14) To the extent that the problem solver identifies
several solution options, the proposed solution will
have a higher likelihood of producing outcomes that
the problem solver intends.
(15) To the extent that the problem solver identifies
several solution options, the proposed solution
will be judged to produce results that the rater
values.
(16) To the extent that the final solution includes some
means of communicating to those involved both that the
problem has been identified and understood and
that next steps either will be or already have been
developed to resolve the problem, the proposed
solution will be judged to be more feasible.
(17) To the extent that the final solution includes some
means of communicating to those involved both that the
problem has been identified and understood and
that next steps either will be or already have been
developed to resolve the problem, the proposed
solution will be judged to be more specific.
(18) To the extent that the final solution includes
some
means of communicating to those involved both that the
problem has been identified and understood and
that next steps either will be or already have been
developed to resolve the problem, the proposed
solution will be judged to be more comprehensive.
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(19) To tho Extont thdt tho final solution includos some
means of communicating to those involved both that the
problem has been identified and understood and
that next steps will be or already have been developed
to resolve the problem, the proposed solution will
be judged to have a higher likelihood of producing
outcomes that the problem solver intends.
(20) To the extent that the final solution includes some
means of communicating to those involved both that the
problem has been identified and understood and
that next steps will be or already have been developed
to resolve the problem, the proposed solution will be
judged to produce results that the rater values.
(21) To the extent that the problem solver's final solution
includes either a means to ultimately resolve and/or
prevent a similar problem from arising in the future,
the proposed solutin will be judged to be more feasible.
(22) To the extent that the problem solver's final solution
includes either a means to ultimately resolve and/or
prevent a similar problem from arising in the future,
the proposed solution will be judged to be more specific.
(23) To the extent that the problem solver's final solution
includes either a means to ultimately resolve and/or
prevent a similar problem from arising in the future,
the proposed solution will be judged to be more com-
prehensive.
(24) To the extent that the problem solver's final solution
includes either a means to ultimately resolve and/or
prevent a similar problem from arising in the future,
the proposed solution will be judged to have a higher
likelihood of producing outcomes that the problem
solver intends.
(25) To the extent that the problem solver's final solution
includes either a means to ultimately resolve and/or
prevent a similar problem from arising in the future,
the proposed solution will be judged to produce results
that the rater values.
(26) To the extent that the problem solver's final solution
attempts to integrate apparently conflicting perspectives
the proposed solution will be judged to be feasible.
(27) To the extent that the problem solver's final solution
attempts to integrate apparently conflicting perspectives
the proposed solution will be judged to be specific.
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(28) To the extent that the problem solver's final solution
attempts to integrate apparently conflicting perspectives,
the proposed solution will be judged to be comprehensive.
(29) To the extent that the problem solver's final solution
attempts to integrate apparently conflicting perspectives,
the proposed solution will have a higher likelihood
of producing outcomes that the problem solver intends.
(30) To the extent that the problem solver's final solution
attempts to integrate apparently conflicting perspectives,
the proposed solution will judged to produce results that
the rater values.
(31) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets or training
designed to help them develop a clear problem statement that
is expressed in real -ideal terms, those who were provided
such worksheets and training will propose solutions that
will be judged to be more feasible.
(32) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets or training
designed to help them develop a clear problem statement that
is expressed in real -ideal terms, those who were provided
such worksheets and training will propose solutions that
will be judged to be more specific.
(33) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets or training
designed to help them develop a clear problem statement that
is expressed in real-ideal terms, those who were provided
such worksheets and training will propose solutions that
will be judged to be more comprehensive.
(34) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets or training
designed to help them develop a clear problem statement that
is expressed in real -ideal terms, those who were provided
worksheets and training will propose solutions that will be
judged to have a higher likelihood of producing outcomes
that the problem solver intends.
(35) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets or training
designed to help them develop a clear problem statement that
is expressed in real -ideal terms, those who were provided
such worksheets and training will propose solutions that will
be judged to produce results that the rater values.
(36) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets or training
designed to help them identify several probable causes, those
who were provided such worksheets and training will propose
solutions that will be judged to be more feasible.
(37) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets or training
designed to help them identify several probable causes, those
who were provided such worksheets and training will propose
solutions that will be judged to be more specific.
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(38) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets or training
designed to help them identify several probable causes, those
who were provided such worksheets and training will propose
solutions that will be judged to be more comprehensive.
(39) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets or training
designed to help them identify several probable causes, those
who were provided such worksheets and training will propose
solutions that will be judged to have a higher likelihood of
producing outcomes that the problem solver intends.
(40) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets or training
designed to help them identify several probable causes, those
who were provided such worksheets and training will propose
solutions that will be judged to produce results that the
rater values.
(41) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets or training
designed to help them identify several solution options,
those who were provided such worksheets and training will
propose solutions that will be judged to be more feasible.
(42) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets or training
designed to help them identify several solution options,
those who were provided such worksheets and training will
propose solutions that will be judged to be more specific.
(43) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets or training
designed to help them identify several solution options,
those who were provided such worksheets and training will
propose solutions that will be judged to be more comprehensive.
(44) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets or training
designed to help them identify several solution options,
those who were provided such worksheets and training will
propose solutions that will be judged to have a higher
likelihood of producing outcomes that the problem solver intends.
(45) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets or training
designed to help them identify several solution options,
those who were provided such worksheets and training will
propose solutions that will be judged to produce results
that the rater values.
(46)
Compared to those who received no worksheets or training
designed to help them communicate to those involved both
that the problem has been identified and understood and that
next steps either will be or already have been developed to
resolve the problem, those who were provided such worksheets
and training will propose solutions that will be judged
to be more feasible.
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(47) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets or training
designed to help them communicate to those involved both
that the problem has been identified and understood and that
next steps either will be or already have been developed to
resolve the problem, those who were provided such worksheets
and training will propose solutions that will be judged
to be more specific.
(48) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets or training
designed to help them communicate to those involved both
that the problem has been identified and understood and that
next steps either will be or already have been developed to
resolve the problem, those who were provided such worksheets
and training will propose solutions that will be judged
to be more comprehensive.
(49) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets or training
designed to help them communicate to those involved both
that the problem has been identified and understood and that
next steps either will be or already have been developed to
resolve the problem, those who were provided such worksheets
and training will propose solutions that will be judged
to have a higher likelihood of producing outcomes that the
problem solver intends.
(50) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets or training
designed to help them communicate to those involved both
that the problem has been ideitified and understood and that
next steps either will be or already have been developed to
resolve the problem, those who were provided such worksheets
and training will propose solutions that will be judged
to produce results that the rater values.
(51) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets or training
designed to help them develop a final solution that includes
either a means to ultimately resolve and/or prevent a similar
problem from arising in the future, those who were provided
such worksheets and training will propose solutions that
will be judged to be more feasible.
(52) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets or training
designed to help them develop a final solution that includes
either a means to ultimately resolve and/or prevent a similar
problem from arising in the future, those who were provided
such worksheets and training will propose solutions that
will be judged to be more specific.
(53) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets or training
designed to help them develop a final solution that includes
either a means to ultimately resolve and/or prevent a similar
problem from arising in the future, those who were provided
such worksheets and training will propose solutions that
will be judged to be more comprehensive.
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(54) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets or training
designed to help them develop a final solution that includes
either a means to ultimately resolve and/or prevent a similar
problem from arising in the future, those who were provided
such worksheets and training will propose solutions that
will be judged to have a higher likelihood of producing
outcomes that the problem solver intends.
(55) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets or training
designed to help them develop a final solution that includes
either a means to ultimately resolve and/or prevent a similar
problem from arising in the future, those who were provided
such worksheets and training will propose solutions that
will be judged to produce results that the rater values.
(56) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets or training
designed to help them develop a final solution that attempts
to integrate apparently conflicting perspectives, those who
were provided such worksheets and training will propose
solutions that will be judged to be more feasible.
(57) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets or training
designed to help them develop a final solution that attempts
to integrate apparently conflicting perspectives, those who
were provided such worksheets and training will propose
solutions that will be judged to be more specific.
(58) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets or training
designed to help them develop a final solution that attempts
to integrate apparently conflicting perspectives, those who
were provided suchliworksheets and training will propose
solutions that will be judged to be more comprehensive.
(59) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets or training
desinged to help them develop a final solution that attempts
to integrate apparently conflicting perspectives, those who
were provided such worksheets and training will propose
solutions that will be judged to have a higher likelihood
of producing outcomes that the problem solver intends.
(60) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets or training
designed to help them develop a final solution that attempts
to integrate apparently conflicting perspectives, those who
were provided such worksheets and training will propose
solutions that will be judged to produce results that the
rater values.
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(61) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets
or training designed to help them develop a
clear problem statement expressed in real-ideal
terms, those who were provided such worksheets
and training will be more likely to develop clear
problem statements expressed in real-ideal terms.
(62) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets
or training designed to help them identify several
probable causes, those who were provided such
worksheets and training will be more likely to
identify several probable causes.
(63) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets
or training designed to help them identify several
solution options, those who were provided such
worksheets and training will be more likely to
identify several solution options.
(64) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets
or training designed to help them communicate to
those involved both that the problem has been
identified and understood and that next steps either
will be or already have been developed to resolve
the problem, those who were provided such worksheets
and training will communicate to those involved both
that the problem has been identified and understood
and that next steps either will be or already have
been developed to resolve the problem.
(65) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets or
training designed to help them develop a final
solution that includes either a means to ultimately
resolve and/or prevent a similar problem from
arising in the future, those who were provided such
worksheets and training will develop a final solution
that includes either a means to ultimately resolve
and/or prevent a similar problem from arising in
the future.
(66) Compared to subjects who received no worksheets or
training designed to help them develop a final
solution that attempts to integrate apparently
conflicting perspectives, those who were provided
such worksheets and training will develop a final
solution that attempts to integrate apparently
conflicting perspectives.
d
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CONSULTANT’S REPORT SHEET
Case if2 - Lincoln School
Name
:
Date Due: March 17
103
Stating the Problem Rea I -Idea I Gap Analysis:

Page 2 - Case
Name
;
2. Diagnosis of Causes:
105
3. Recommendations
Date Due; April 7
CONSULTANT’S REPORT SHEET
Case HA - K High School 106
Name :
Stating the Problem - Rea I -Idea I Gap Analysis
REAL IDEAL
Page 2 - Case
Name
:
2. Diagnosis of Causes:
107
3. Listing of Solution Options:
Page 3 - Case #4 Name:
4. Recommendations:
4
Date Due: Apr I I |4
CONSULTANT'S REPORT SHEET
Case §5 - Van Buren School
Name
:
I . Stating the Problem - Rea I -Idea I Gap Analysis
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Page 2 - Case #5
Name
2. Diagnosis of Causes:
3. Listing of Solution Options:
Page 3 - Case
Name
4. Short Term Recommendations:
5. Long Term Recommendations:
Date Due: May 5
CONSULTANT'S REPORT SHEET
Case #6 - Bryant School
Name
:
112
Stating the Problem Real
-Ideal Gap Analysis
Page 2 - Case #6 Name
2. Diagnosis of Causes:
3. Listing of Solution Options:
Page 3 - Case #6
Name
:
114
4. Short Term Recommendations Based On Creative Blend Technique If Possible:
5. Long Term Recommendations Based On Creative Blend Technique If Possible:
APPENDIX 3
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WRITING PROBLEM STATEMENTS
116
Can there be
your view of
a problem situation or condition if no one is displeased or uncomfortable'^
a problem is the one suggested below.
YES, if
problem tends to suggest something negative, something that is caiising dis-comfort^and must be remedied. But a different, more constructive view is to see problems asgaps between what currently exists (the real) and what one would like to see exist (the ideal)For example
,
a problem exists when you CAfl'T have your cake and eat it too.
F.DSt indiyicuals when asked to define problems would describe symptoms or causes or what things
would look like if everything were okay. But when problems are defined as real -ideal gaps, they
require a different way of creating problem statements.
When writing a problem statement, fight the temptation to rush to a solution. Then, list the
elements that are causing displeasure under a column headed "REAL." Third, note what the elements
in the "REAL" column would look like if they were ideal and state them in a parallel column labeled
1‘IDEAL." For example, a person might feel, "I have a problem; I hate my job." But the staten.cnt,
"I hate my job," i:;n 't a sufficient problem statement. An improved version (in brief form) would
lool; like the follov/ing:
real ideal
1.
11.
I have no one to tall: to.
The work is monotonous.
1. I would like to be able to tall: to others
a bit, say about of my working day.
11. What I would really like is to be able to
111. I have to get up too early. vary the operations I do so that they would
not be so dull. 1 don't want to change to
a different job, just vary the one I have.
111. I v.'ould like to be able to sleep until 9 am
As you ran sec, with this type of statement, the worker has a much clearer notion of what exactly
his problem is — and is net. And it not c..ly helps clarify the proble.i., but it suggests solution
goals as well
.
Now, after the problem statement is written, "problem solving" is vie.rjd as closing the real-ideal gap.
To solve a problem completely, the real becomes the ideal. But this rarely happens. Few cor.iplex
problems can ever be completely solved.
When developing your written statement, here are some general considerations you might want to review:
Who is causing the problem? Many times ve think of problems as being caused by non-human
factors. This is rarely the case. There is almost always someone who can influence things.
Think positively, find the human factors that are involved and work to influence them.
Vho is affected by the problem? Determine those individuals most affected. They will be the
most ready to help bring change. They are your first line resources.
What kind of a problem is it? Is it an organizational problem? Is it a problem that requires
a new or creative solution? Is it a communications problem? Is everyone clear on goals:
if so, are they clear on how to implement the goals? Is it a resource problem? Is there
necessary time, money, manpower? What about skills? Will more training help?
•Finally, use discretion. Few problems will require the in-depth treatment suggested above. But with
situations or circumstances that are important end sufficiently complex, these suggestions s
ou
help produce results that are worth the effort.
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CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING
Many problems confronting an individual or group can be solved by purely rational means- forback from the problem, looking at "the mess", sorting out the difficulties
+
problems cannot be solved totally by rational means’
vou^aen2JItP
SO utions -- solutions involving answers never before formulated. To helpy g era e creative soltuions, two techniques, brainstorming and creative analysis, are suggested
BRAINSTORMING: Brainstorming is a process based on three principles.
2. Ideal production can he more effective if judgment on idea
quality is deferred until after the idea producing process
.
2. Quantity breeds quality.
3. Group brainstorming tends to be more effective than individual
brains terming
.
Rules for Brainstorming:
1. Express no negative evaluation of any idea presented.
2. Work for quantity not quality - the longer the list of ideas
the better.
3. Expand and elaborate on ideas.
4. Encourage the wild and off-beat.
5. Record each idea - make sure it is identified in some way.
6. Set a time limit and hold to it.
CREATIVE ANALYSIS : Creative analysis is the process of breaking a problem into smaller
parts. Unlike scientific analysis, the process is not to find all
the elements but to create a number of possible aspects that can be
improved, deleted or in some way modified to help close the real-
ideal gap.
Rules for Creative Analysis :
1. Break the problem into parts or aspects.
2. Act (change, combine, modify, etc.) on the parts or aspects.
3. Recombine into original or new order.
You will help yourself be creative if you remember the following points;
® Be conscious of keeping the idea generation process clearly apart from the idea
evaluation process.
^ Be radical - look for a different point of view. {"A hen is only an egg's way
of making another egg. " Samuel Butler)
“ Be a divergent thinker not a convergent one. Convergent thinkers look for the
right answer. Divergent thinkers try to generate as many answers as possible.
® Be conscious of the assumptions you are making. The more "givens" you can question
the better.
"The purpose of thinking is not to be right but to
be effective. Being effective does eventually involve
being right but there is a very important difference
between the two. Being right means being right all
the time. Being effective means being right only at
the end." From Edward DeBono's Lateral Thinking .
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CREATING SOLUTIONS THAT WORK
"Eddie Snith is a fifty-year-old foreman in the stockroom
of a large department store.
. .After a course in problem-
solving we asked him if the course had been useful.
Eddie told us that a trucker who works with him comes in
late every day. The boss was going to fire him. Eddie
disapproved. He pointed out to the boss the good
points of the trucker. He was a willing and dependable
worker and easy to get along with. Then he suggested
a possible solution: cut a few minutes from the trucker’s
lunch hour and from his relief time. The boss agreed to
keep the trucker on this basis."
In the above situation, from George Prince's Synectics
,
Eddie creates a solution that
works. And it's worth writing about because so few solutions to "people" problems
do work. ("People" problems are problems having to do with relationships among people.)
That is not to say that most "people" problems are not solved because, in a way, they
are. They are solved because after awhile they stop bothering us. The problem is still
there, it is just that we have solved it simply by adjusting ourselves to it. The
challenge is to solve problems not adjust to them.
When thinking about problems, think about them as being "people" problems or non-human
problems. The following recommendations really do not apply to non-human problems, but
it is a rare problem that cannot be improved without some type of human intervention.
Therefore, the recommendations below can be applied to most problem situations.
The distinguishing characteristic of a solution that works is that all sides feel they
have won. To create these solutions, the problem-solver must work hard to break a
"we-win, you-lose" mentality. Usually problem solutions are generated from one per-
spective. When this happens, the solution usually becomes unacceptable to someone.
For example, in the story of Eddie cited above, the solution from the boss' perspective
is to fire the trucker; the solution from the trucker's perspective is to continue to
come in late because he knows he is a good man and thinks he deserves special treatment.
Both are right and both are wrong. Eddie was perceptive enough to see this and to
create a Creative Blend Solution. A creative blend solution is not an either... or
solution. It is a both... and solution. There is not a winner and a loser. There is
a winner and a winner. And this is why the solution worked.
Steps in creating a creative blend solution:
1. Identify all competing groups, persons, perspectives, etc., involved
in the problem.
2. Identify the results that each of the competing elements value.
3. Prioritize the results for each competing element. (Now you know who is
involved and what they want.)
4. Develop a solution that incorporates as many of the high priority
values
from each element as possible.
5. Keep the win... win attitude. . .remember no one should feel
like a loser.
You're trying to solve a problem, not beat an opponent.
6. Only as a last resort will you favor one side and in that
try to add
advantages In other areas to the losing side to compensate
for the loss.
APPENDIX 4
RATING SHEETS
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QUESTIONS TO DETERMINE PROBLEM SOLVING COMPETENCI ES
120
1. Adequacy of explicit problem statement. (Note: a complete problem
statement contains a description either of a real ideal-gap or of adesired goal along with a barrier or barriers preventing its at-
tainment. A partially explicit problem statement either contains a
description of the current problem situation or the goal desired but
not both.
)
A. No explicit statement
B. A partially explicit statement
C. A completely explicit statement which predetermines the nature of
the solution
D. A completely explicit statement which does not predetermine a
specific solution
2. Quantity of explicitly stated diagnosis.
A. No explicit diagnosis
B. Only one explicit diagnosis
C. Two explicit diagnoses
D. Three or more explicit diagnoses
3. Quantity of explicitly stated solution options, as opposed to a final
solution which may have many parts.
A. No explicit solutions
B. Only one explicit solution
C. Two explicit solutions
D. Three or more explicit solutions
4. Extent to which problem solver seems to have attempted to take short
term considerations into account. (Note: Short term considerations
means the need to communicate to those involved that the problem
has been identified and understood and that next steps either will
be or already have been developed to resolve the problem.)
A. No evidence that an attempt was made
B. Evidence is ambiguous as to whether or not an attempt was made
C. Evidence seems to suggest that an attempt was made
D. Evidence is unequivocal: clearly an attempt was made
5. Extent to which the problem solver seems to have attempted to take
the long term considerations into account. (Note: In this context,
long term considerations means the attempt to ultimately resolve
and/or prevent a similar problem from occuring in the future.)
A. No evidence that an attempt was made
B. Evidence is ambiguous as to whether or not an attempt was made
C. Evidence seems to suggest that an attempt was made
D. Evidence is unequivocal: clearly an attempt was made
1216. Extent to which multiple perspecitves are synthesized.
A. Only one perspective is considered
B. Multiple perspectives are considered but only in a serial
manner; no attempt to combine perspectives
C. Features from at least two perspectives are combined but
some clear inconsistency exists
D. Features from at least two perspectives are combined in
an internally consistent way
RATING QUESTIONS FOR SOLUTION QUALITY
122
1 . Extent to which the solution is feasiblp. fr.nuiH fho \
have available to them what they need.)
A. Not feasible: Specific resources and competencies are necessary
which the individual (s) do not have or control or have access
to but are required by the solution.
B. A slight chance (0-20%) that the solution could be implemented
with available skills or resources.
C. About a 50-50 chance that the solution could be implemented with
available skills and resources.
D. Clearly feasible: a very strong possibility that it could be
implemented.
2. Degree of specificity of solution. Because of the amount of detail
the solution
A. could not be implemented -- much too general
B. could be implemented with much additional information
C. could be implemented with little guidance
D. could be implemented with no guidance
3. Degree to which the solution deals with all important elements of the
problem -- its comprehensiveness. (That is, are the concerns of
rel event individuals or groups recognized?)
A. does not deal with major elements of problem
B. does not deal with some of the major elements
C. deals with most of the major elements
D. deals with all the major elements
4. Probability of producing results which the problem solver seems
to value.
A. 0 to 25% chance
B. 26 to 50% chance
C. 51 to 75% chance
D. 76 to 100% chance
5. Probability of producing results which you, the rater, values.
A. 0 to 25% chance
B. 26 to 50% chance
C. 51 to 75% chance
D. 76 to 100% chance


